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ABSTRACT
I
	
	 The geometrical theory of diffraction was used to analyze the
elevation plane pattern of on-aircraft antennas. The radiation
patterns for	 basic elements (infinitesimal dipole, circumferential
and axial slot) mounted on fuselage of various aircrafts with or
{{	 without radome included were claculated and compared well with
f r	 experimental results. Error phase plots were also presented. The
effects of radiation patterns and arror phase plats on the polarization
selection for the MLS airborne antenna were discussed.
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I.	 INTRODUCTION
1
s
i
For the past few years, theoretical solutions for the evaluation, d
location, and design of fuselage mounted on-aircraft antennas based
on pattern performance have been developed at the ElectroScience
Laboratory.	 These numerical solutions have been tested and verified
wherever applicable for a wide variety of aircraft and spacecraft
antenna problems.
	 The solutions are based on the radiation patterns
of the three basic infinitesimal elements (axial slot, circumferential
slot, and monopole) which can be used to simulate  an arbitrary fuse-
lage mounted antenna apertijre distribution.
	 To illustrate this point
the solutions have provided the radiation patterns of a circular
waveguide antenna mounted on a space shuttle, of an open ended rec-
tangular waveguide antenna on a KC-135 aircraft, and of an array of
monopoles on an F-4.
	 Due to the efficiency with which these numerical
solutions provide antenna pattern performance, it is appropriate at
..
this time that they be applied in the evaluation of various antenna
problems such as the evaluation of the airborne antennas for the
microwave landing  system.
One of the main obstacles in the development of the FAA microwave
landing system has been the appropriate polarization (horizontal or
vertical) of the radiated electromagnetic field. Most of the previous
discussions on this matter have been based on the ground effects;
however, the airborne antenna is an integral part of the system and
might have a definite influence on the polarization discussions. There-
fore, a study is being made of the airborne problem in terms of the
antenna complexity necessary to achieve the desired coverage for both
polarizations. This is both a theoretical and experimental study in
that various results are compared in terms of scale model measurements
taken at 14ASA (Langley) .
The basic requirement for the airborne antennas involves the
forward hemisphere coverage of a forward ;counted antenna; whereas, the
aft sector is covered by a tail mounted antenna. The forward antenna
is the primal antenna in that it is used for landing maneuvers;
whereas, the tail mounted antenna is used in a missed approach mode.
So this study is primarily concerned with the forward fuselage mounted
anten.ia.
As in any study of this type, it is initiated using a simple
model of a basic aircraft neglecting the radome. 	 The antennas
initially being the three basic antenna elements. Once this result
is verified by scale model measurements, the radome is added to both
the analysis and scale models. .Again, these results are compared to
ve ri fy the theoretical solutions. Note that this is a study of
fuselage mounted antennas and not antennas mounted behind radomes.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The theoretical technique used to analyze the radiation patterns
of antennas mounted on aircraft fuselages is the geometrical theory
of diffraction. It is a high frequency technique with the only
1
l imitation being that the source and various scattering centers be
separated on the order of a wavelength or more. The GTO technique
and its extensions [1, 2, 3] have been successfully applied to
radiation problems for apertures mounted in perfectly conducting
wedge surfaces and smooth convex curved surfaces, including circular
and elliptic cylinders, spheres, and spheroids C4]. This technique
has been applied to such aircraft as the KC-135 and F-4 with good
agreement obtained between calculations and measurements [6].
Consequently, the GTD approach is employed to study the airborne
problem in terms of the antenna complexity necessary to achieve the
desired coverage for both polarizations.
In most cases, the dominant structural effect in the elevation
plane is the profile of the aircraft for fuselage mounted antennas.
In order to simulate the wide variety of aircraft profiles, it is
desirable to analyze a composite ellipse model. This model consists
of two semi-ellipses mounted back-to-back.
One of the nicer features of GTO is that it can be extended
to new structures by using the existing solutions available after
making certain assumptions. For our case, the solution for slot
and monopole antennas mounted on an infinitely long elliptic
cylinder can be used to analyze the radiation problem of sources
mounted on a composite elliptic cylinder with some modification.
The GTD solutions  for the radiated electric fiE i d from an
infinitesimal slot and monopole antenna mounted on an elliptic
cylinder as shown in Fig. 1 are given, neglecting torsional effects,
by [3, 4, 71.
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d	 d	 -is the spread factor and equals unity for
this case[l].
p g , P t	 = longitudinal and transverse radii of curvature.
Nate that the superscripts h and s indicate the hard and soft boundary
conditions, respectively. 	 The launch coefficients are given by [1]
•
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where D	 is defined in Table I. 	 The subscript m refers to the mth mode
of the ^oundary layer surface wave. 	 Thus, ym is the propagation constant
for the mth mode surface wave such that ym = am + jk where am is defined in
g Table I.	 The incremental	 arc length along the geodesic path is expressed
by dt.	 The summation over "j" in the shadow region indicates that several
terms can contribute in that region.
One must first find an efficient solution for the geodesic paths
on the elliptic cylinder surface in order, 20 analyze this problem
-" successfully using G7.
	
A preferred coordinate system for the elliptic 4
e, cylinder is illustrated in Fig. 2 and defined by
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vector)
(unit normal vector)
where 2d is the distance between the foci of the ellipse. Note that for
U = uf , where of = tanh- 1 (bf/af), the above equations define an elliptical
surface for 0 < v < 27r. Thus, the general shape of the elliptic suti•face
is expressed by uf, and its dimensions are defined by d.
Using the calculus of variations, the geodesic paths on an ellip-
tical surface are given by
of
(10}	 z =	 C 2
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of sin 2v + bf Cos 2 v dv
Note that v i
 and v.F , respectively, are the initial and final values of
v along a given geodesic path. If one defines the geodesic starting
direction by the angle ( ci s ) as shown in Fig. 1, then C = -cos as. Tne
advantage of this geodesic solution lies in the fact that the integral
can be quickly evaluated using numerical techniques. The important
parameters of this problem are listed below:
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Using the aoove relations, one can employ Eqs. (1--8) to determine the
total radiated fields.
In order to extend the above solutions to our composite elliptic
cylinder model, it is assumed that no diffractions occur from the
junction lines of the two ellipses. This assumption is justified since
these junctions are non-existent in the actual aircraft profile. Note
that the 0TD solution in the lit region does not depend on the surface
parameters in that it is assumed the source is mounted on an infinite
ground plane tangent to the surface at the source point. On the other
hand, the transition and deep-shadow region solutions are modified due
to their dependence upon the surface parameters. This modification
simply requires that one use a f = a for rays traveling to the right of
the junction and o f = a' for rays traveling to the left of the junction.
The parameters a and a' are illustrated  i n Fig. 3b.
This model is, now, applied to analyze the elevation plane
radiation patterns for MLS antenna systems mounted on the space
shuttle. Since the antennas of interest are located on
the fuselage and along the center line,  the most significant effects
on the pattern result from the surface profile nea, *he antenna.
The structure used to simulate the 1/35th scale model of the space
shuttle as shown in Fig 3 consists of a 60" by 2.55" right semi-
ellipse and an 12.5" by 2.55" left semi-ellipse. The elevation
patterns calculated using a short monopole and KA-band waveguide
mounted on the fuselage are shown in Figs. 4 to 6. The KA-band
waveguide aperture fields are simulated in our model by an array of
infinitesimal elements as shown in Fig. 7. The experimental results
were taken at NASA (Langley). Both theoretical and experimental
data show good agreement. The figures, also, indicate that vertical
polarization might have better coverage than horizontal polarization
for the antenna location considered.
In the previous analysis, the effect of the aircraft radome was
neglected. In order to simulate a fuselage with radome, a truncated
composite elliptic cylinder model as shown in Fig. 8 is adopted.
This is due to the fact that the dielectric constant of most aircraft
radomes is close to that of free space. Before one proceeds to solve
this problem, careful consideration allows him to convert it into a
simpler problem. With the fact that a slot or monopole radiating in
the presence of a composite elliptic cylinder can be considered as an
antenna itself, the present problem can be reduced to the radiation
problem of an equivalent antenna mounted on a wedge type structure
as shown in Fig. 9. This equivalent antenna radiates the same pattern
as that of a slot or monopole mounted on our previous model without
8
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Fig. 3a. Scale mcdel (1/35) of Space Shuttle in
Anechoic Chamber at NASA, Langley Center.
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Fig. 4. Elevation pattern of monopole on a 1/35th
scale model of space shuttle (radome being
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1the radome considered. The wedges are formed and defined by the
tangent planes at the discontinuities Q1 and Q 2 . Thus, the radiation
problem of a fuselage model with a radome included becomes a simple
wedge diffraction problem, and can be solved using standard GTU
techniques. When the electromagnetic field radiated by this equiv-
alent source is incident on edge i as shown in Fig, 9, diffraction
occurs. The singly diffracted field can be written as [8]
(l 1)	 ti ^D . E^	 ds	
an J A
(s) e^-7ks
i_
in which D is a dyadic diffraction coefficient and ds is a dyadic
slope diffraction coefficient. The first term inside the bracket
	
r
is an ordinary diffracted field and the second term is the slope
	 f
diffracted field. This slope diffracted field compensates for the
di ^conti nui ties of slope in the geometric optics field across the
reflected and shadow boundaries as described in reference C8]. The
term [A(s)] in Eq. (12) is the spread factor which describes how
the amplitude of the field varies along the diffracted rays, and is
given by [ 91
A(s) =s ss ^ +s
	
for spherical wave incidence,
where s' is the -distance which the incident  ray traverses from the source
to edge 1 and s is the distance which the singly diffracted ray
traverses from edge l to the observation point.
The electric field i incident at edge 1 is found by assuming
	 3
an equivalent antenna radiating with the same gain function as that
of our previous model and being located a distance sl away from the
edge 1. The parameter s l is the distance which the surface wave,
launched by the original source, has travelled before it rea&h!s
the point of truncation (edge 1) as shown in Fi gi 8	 From Eqs. (3)
or (4) and Eqs. (7) or (8), the incident field E (Q1) at edge 1
can be obtained, depending upon the direction in which the tangential
shedding electric field leaving at edge 1, as
A. Monopole
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By combining Eqs.
	 (11),	 (12), and (13), the singly diffracted
field in the far zone is simpl yp  g i ven by
i
Fi
_	 _	
a	 (Q 1 )	 -jks
(14)	 f:df D	 E^ (Q 1 ) f ds 	an Y s 1 s	F()
i
where the distance parameter in the dyadic diffraction coefficients
reduces to s l for the elevation plane case and F() is the phase factor
f used to refer the phase to the origin.
In a similar manner, when the singly diffracted field from edge 1
b	 d'arrives  at edge 2, dou le d i ffractionon occurs.	 Since the diffracted
field is	 related to the incident  field by Eq.	 (11) , the doubly diffracted
field at edge 2, then, is given by
i
(1S)
	
—Edd ti D	 -Ed (Q) ^- d	 a1 (Q)2	 an A(s)	 a-jksi'.s	 2
where(Q2 ) is the singly diffracted field at edge 2.
	
From Eq.	 (11),
1 17
i	 i
r
the incident field E d (Q2) at edge 2 can be obtained without any
difficulty as
(16) -Ed(Q2) = 0	 Ei(41) + a • an (Ql) 	
VS2 
sIsa-jks2
7	 2
In the far zone, the spreading factor A(s) reduces to VT2/s.
Substituting this result into Eq. (15), the far zone diffracted field
from edge 2, then, is given by
-jks
(17) Edd ti pEd(42)
	
ds	
and (42J 	 3 s2 e s	 F()
Higher order diffractions exist due to the same diffraction
mechanism with rays from these two edges interacting with each other;
however, the contributions from these higher order diffraction terms
are so small compared to single and double diffraction that they can
be ignored for our purposes. Hence, the total electric field in
far zone is obtained by including the appropriate contributions of
the diffracted fields from edge 1 and edge 2 as shown in Fig. 9, and
given by
e	 Ed + Edd
eq
Ed + Edd
(18)	 Et - 1 -edd
e + Ed
eq
0`S ^`- wI
Ow 1 < 0 s zr
zr < ^<2n- ^w2
7r + Ow 1 <- ^ s 21r
Note that E^ is the radiated field of the equivalent antenna des-
cribed abov1 g and is given by Eqs. (1) to (8).
Using the previously described solution, the elevation plane
patterns for the space shuttle with the radome included are calculated.
Figs. 10 to 12 illustrate the radiation patterns for both vertical
(monopole and circumferential wavegui de) and horizontal (axial wave-
guide) polarization sources mounted on the fuselage of the 1/35th scale
model of the space shuttle with the radome considered. The structure
used to simulate the 1/35th scale model consists of a 12 . 5 by 2.55
right semi-ellipse and an 60.0 by 2.55 left semi-ellipse. The size of
the radome is 6.5" and the source is mounted 2" away from the radome.
18
Fig. 10. Elevation pattern of monopole on a 1/35th
scale model of space shuttle (with radome
included).
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Fig. 13 shows the radiation pattern of the space shuttle with radome
size being 2" and antennas mounted 1/2" away from radome. Note that
the waveguidt used here is the same KA-band waveguide used previously.
The experimental results, which were taken at NASA, Langley Center,
are also presented, The agreement be'.ween calculated and
measured results show the applicability of theoretical predic-
tions.
A further application of our solutions to the Boeing 737 aircraft
also revealed good agreement between theoretical results and NASA
scale model measurements as shown in Fig. 14. The 737 aircraft is 	 r
modelled by a composite ellipse with a 1200" by 64.46" right ellipse
and a 233.52" by 64.46" left ellipse. The size of the radome on
737 aircraft is approximately 186.97" and the antennas are located
3 wavelengths away from the radome at the frequency 3.18 GHz. The
experimental results shown in these figures were obtained using an
1/11th scale model and performed at NASA, Langley Center. Again,
vertical polization seems to have better forward coverage than
horizontal polarization.
The phase error results from the interaction between the
fuselage structure and antennas. This is an indication of the
degree of distortion or effect the fuselage structure has on the
performance of the antenna. It is the phase of the radiated
field when the phase center of the antenna system is taken as the
phase reference center. It is defined by
error phase = actual phase - Iine of sight phase
line of sight phase = free space phase of antenna
without aircraft present.
Both the radiation pattern and error phase plot may be used to
determine the polarization selection of the MLS system.
The success of above results illustrates the capability of GTC
solutions in determining the elevation plane radiation patterns of
on-aircraft antennas. Consequently, the solution is extended to
determine the elevation patterns of various aircrafts such as
Boeing 707, B-1, and F15A. The results are .-hown in Figs. 15 to 17.
In addition, the error phase plots tire, a l so, presented.
CONCLUSIONS
High frequency solutions for the elevation plane patterns of
on-aircraft antennas are presented in this report. The antennas
	 1
are mounted on the fuselage near the radome, in that the forward
sector coverage for the Microwave Landing System (MLS) is most
critical. The solutions for the patterns without the radome are
first presented and verified by experimental results taken at NASA
(Langley) on a 1/35 scale model of the space shuttle. With that
solution satisfactory the radome is added by neglectinq the low
22
relatiur uielectric constant radome. This approximation leads to
a trun-; ted elliptic cylinder approximation for the aircraft profile.
The additional edges are analyzed using the GTD and applied to
several practical problems. in this case, the solutions are verified
by scale model measurements taken on the 1/35 scale model of the space
shuttle and 1/11 scale model of the 737 aircraft. In addition, results
are presented for the basic elements (muncruie, axial slot, and
circumferential slot) mounted on various aircraft. As a result of
this data, it is apparent that one antenna using horizontal polariza-
tion is not adequate for the complete omni coverage desired using the
locations considered in this report. In addition, it is questionable
whether vertical polarization coverage will be adequate using one
antenna. These questions must be examined in the future both in
terms of coverage obtainUble at several locations on various aircraft
and in terms of the coverage necessary for such a system to function
properly.
In order to answer the antenna coverage question, the theoretical
solutions for the complete volumetric patterns must be developed. The
roll plane program [5] previously developed is adquate for most of
the volumetric pattern except near the nose or tail. This limita-
tion is due to the infinite elliptic cylinder approximation of the
fuselage. However, by modifying our elevation plane program, these
sectors can be successfully handled. In addition, the cockpit can
be taken into account using the flat plate model previously used
to analyze the wings in the roll plane. Using this approach, the
complete volumetric pattern can be obtained using one model consisting
of a composite ellipse to which are attached flat plates. As a result
of this simplified model, the program should be very efficient and
require little storage.
As the solutions are developed, they w;ll be applied to various
practical examples and compared against scale model measurements.
Two such studies which are proposed involve the T-39 being studied
by Bendix and the 737 system studied at NASA (Langley). In both cases.,
numerical solutions shall provide pattern performance information.
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Fig. 13. Elevation pattern of axial slot on a 1/35th
scale model of space shuttle (with radome
being 2").
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Fig. 14a. The scale model (1/11) of Boeing 737 aircraft
in Anechoic Chambe r
 at NASA, Langley Center.
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Fig. 14b. Elevation pattern of monopole on a i/filth
scale model of Boeing 737 aircraft.
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on a 1/11th scale model of Boeing 737
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Fig. 14f. Elevation pattern of axial slot on a 1/11th
scale model of Boeing 737 aircraft.
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Fig. l5b. Elevation pattern of monopole on a Boeing
707 aircraft.
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Fig. 15c. Phase error plot of monopole on a Boeing
707 aircraft.
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Fig. 15J. Elevation pattern of circumferential slot
on a Boeing 707 aircraft.
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Fig. 16b. Elevation pattern of monopole on a B-1
aircraft.
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Fig. 16d. Elevation pattern of circumferent i al slot
on a B-1 aircraft.
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Fig. 16e. Phase error plot of circumf%rrential slot
on a B-1 aircraft.
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B-1 aircraft.
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Fig. 17b. Elevation pattern of monopole on B-15
aircraft.
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